
Why Choose Nutri?

The FactsNutri Advanced Ltd, Botany Business Park, Whaley 
Bridge, High Peak, SK23 7DQ

Freephone 0800 212 742     www.nutriadvanced.co.uk

ROI  1890 987 505 (low-cost)

For more information on our 
expert formulations or any 
other products, please call us on 
freephone 0800 212 742 / 
ROI  1890 987 505 (low-cost)

Healthy lifestyles
Speedy recoveries
Nutri have been providing specialist 
nutritional supplements to health 
professionals for over 30 years.

Our comprehensive range includes 
innovative formulations for optimal 
health maintenance through to chronic 
health conditions.



Why choose Nutri?
Nutri have been providing specialist nutritional 
supplements to health professionals for over 30 years. 
We are extremely proud of our products. Not just for 
their quality and safety record, but for the extensive 
research, meticulous selection and testing which goes to 
ensure their unparalleled efficacy. Our R&D team work 
closely with scientists and experts to create break-through 
products of professional quality that help thousands of 
people to feel better every single day. 

Trusted by professionals
Nutri began life as a family-owned company back in 1981 
when it was established by current owner and Managing 
Director Ken Eddie. His vision was to give healthcare 
practitioners access to the highest quality nutrients at 
their optimum therapeutic doses. Today we continue 
this work by developing products that are truly effective, 
combined with an unrivalled quality of customer care, 
to our expanding network of health professionals and 
their patients.

Premium products that really 
make a difference
Because we develop our products for professional use, 
they contain premium grade ingredients of the highest 
quality, often at greater concentrations than others on the 
mass market, and in their most absorbable form. When it 
comes to selecting ingredients, we do not cut corners to 
compete on price. Because our products must be effective 
and provide results, we select only the finest ingredients to 
create effective formulations. As a result, we know that our 
products offer outstanding value for money. 

Our guarantee to you 
So confident are we in the quality of our products that 
the entire Nutri range is backed by our comprehensive 
guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied with the 
quality of a Nutri product, we’ll simply refund you. 

As part of our promise to provide our customers with 
unparalleled customer care and service, we guarantee 
that all orders placed before 3.30pm on a weekday are 
dispatched the very same day.

By dealing directly with us and becoming a Nutri customer 
you’ll get a friendly and efficient voice at the end of the 
phone, advice on delivery options and access to special 
money-saving offers.


